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Abstract: Manufacturing Resource Planning (MRP) is a widely used approach through manufacturing environments in a variety of sectors. With a tendency to go to specialized, smaller lot sizes in several industries (e.g., the pharmaceutical sector), companies are dealing with capacity bottlenecks if the planning rhythm wheel is not well calibrated or when production lines are not flexible enough in terms of changeover (C/O) and set-up times (S/U) (OEE is too small). A well-established communication system including other enterprise resources or production factors (e.g., Enterprise Resource Planning, ERP) is favorable to any extent. More and more questions arise from stakeholder communities and end-users on whether or not supply chains and manufacturing environments are sustainable and safe. Departments such as Environmental Health, Safety & Sustainability (EHS & S) and Product Stewardship are too often at the “blind” side of the ICT interface. When it comes to product and organizational sustainability, data seems to be lacking in order to conduct sustainability assessments proficiently. Years of intensive research and experience proved that primary data to perform sustainability assessments often are measured through equipment control sensors (e.g., flow rates, temperatures, etc.) and sent to PLCs and many other systems. Nevertheless, these data measurements are in many cases simply not penetrating through the Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) because these bottom-up engineering data seems to be of little value to planning, procurement, etc. This communication paper deals with how sustainability assessments can be embedded in business operational management systems. After all, who does not want a “live Carbon Footprint” for process improvements and external sustainability reporting instead of a series of expensive resource consuming studies of 4 to 6 months digging into data logs in traditional Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)? This communication paper has taken one step further in coupling business ERP systems with environmental sustainability of products, services and enterprises.
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1. Introduction

When Goldratt first introduced his Theory of Constraints (ToC) in The Goal (1984) and The Critical Chain (1997), he did not only refer to manufacturing Value Chains (VCs) sending the boy scouts on the narrow forest trail [1,2]. A metaphoric way of debottlenecking that found its way in various types of management, from office management to business management, from visual management on the floor to the most advanced planning systems. A few decades before, yet another great scientist called Dennis...
Meadows published his severe concerns on exponential growth due to the industrialism and a limited supply of resources [3]. At first glance, striving towards higher efficiencies and economic growth evermore would be in contrast with Meadows’ Limits to Growth. However, under the Malthusian ceiling, intensification in processing industries is all about doing more with less [4–6]. Whether it was Thomas Malthus, Dennis Meadows or Eliyahu Goldratt that pulled the strings, they all shared a complementary vision towards sustainment and sustainability.

Sustainable development in its broadest sense could possibly best be described as “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”, suggested by Brundtland and the World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) [7]. The aforementioned definition lacks a comprehensive description of “needs”. From an individual or microeconomic perspective, we could reflect the needs of a human being to the Maslov Hierarchy and the utility of that human being given to a certain attribute of a product or service [8]. However, from a societal point of view, sustainability professionals often subdivide between economic prosperity, environmental sustainability and social sustainability (the triple bottom line) [9,10].

Next to sustainability and sustainable development, sustainment is key in quantifying, monitoring and eventually maintaining our efforts towards sustainable development, continuous improvement, Operational Excellence, etc. Measuring performance (prosperity, environmental sustainability and social sustainability) is of utmost importance to evaluate continuous improvement actions or eco-design alternatives in early R&D development stages. A widely used methodology to assess sustainability is Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment (LCSA), reaching out to economic prosperity (Life Cycle Costing, LCC), environmental LCA and social aspects through SLCA. Environmental LCA has extensively been used since the past decade to assess whether or not a (established, enabling or prospective) technology or product is environmentally sustainable, to perform eco-design, for sustainability reporting, to comply with NGO requests, but above all for internal process optimization [11–18]. To this extent it overlaps strongly with the field of Operational Excellence (OE) and the Lean heritage. Until now, the link between ICT tools for Operational Excellence or Business Administration (BA) in general is hardly connected to the data-intensive process modelling software such as ASPEN® or LCA software such as Simapro or OpenLCA.

Several studies, regulations and European Directives have shown the need for a more efficient way to perform LCA through value chains [13,19,20]. As an example, Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs) are becoming mandatory for all building materials within the construction sector [20]. An EPD is a standardized type of report from an LCA. This means that for every building material sold on the market, an LCA has to be conducted, nearly impossible without a certain degree of automation. Together with the European Centre of Innovation and Technology (EIT) and the EIT on Raw Materials, the Digital Agenda (DA) and the Internet of Things (IoT), the European Commission sets objectives for the growth of the European Union (EU) by 2020 [21]. The DA proposes to better exploit the potential of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) in order to foster innovation, economic growth and progress. With a strong policy driven focus, the emergence of more efficient LCA methodologies and their use cases are obviously present. Of interest to the reader, other examples are the European Plastics Federation (PlasticsEurope), the Green Procurement Initiative of the United Nations Development Program (UNDP), etc. The next paragraph will elaborate on the possible bottlenecks in integrating such a system as described above, how we can overcome this urge and what are the clear wins towards fully integrating these systems.


2.1. Data Management in Organizations

Depending on the type and scale of organization, the sector to which it delivers products and services and its stakeholders, organizational data is structured in business IT and ICT tools and systems. In the processing industry, the horizontal structure of an organization (Production, Planning, Finance,
Legal Affairs, Procurement, HR, EHS&S, QA/QC, Engineering, Validation, etc.) stores thousands of terabytes (or pages) creating a data-dependent structure in need of smart and consistent logging systems. Some of them are integrated in so-called Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems, such as SAP and Infor LN. ERP systems are used for a variety of applications as shown in Figure 1, which can potentially be subdivided in four categories: (1) Business Intelligence; (2) Enterprise Management; (3) Commercial Applications and (4) Customized ERP Systems or modules. A widespread example is production planning, which can be based on forecasting, stock levels (push production), a planning rhythm wheel, etc. Whenever the market is saturated or is characterized by a stable demand, push production is often applied. A Manufacturing Resource Planning (MRP) system steers the production based on stock levels and will send orders to suppliers to replenish in-house stock levels.

![Figure 1. Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems are used for a variety of applications, which can potentially be subdivided in four categories: (1) Business Intelligence; (2) Enterprise Management; (3) Commercial Applications and (4) Customized ERP Systems or modules. A widespread example is production planning, which can be based on forecasting, stock levels (push production), a planning rhythm wheel, etc.](image)

An ERP system is generally custom configured for a certain enterprise. The customized applications of resource planning systems are endless [22]. Such customized applications might ease the daily operations of e.g., warehouse management (efficient order pick-up, standardized work, etc.).

The introduction of this paper touched upon the similarity between Lean and sustainable manufacturing, between the visions of Goldratt, Malthus and Meadows. Product and organizational sustainability could be quantified using organizational operational data in a customized ERP module, as has been proposed by De Soete et al. (2014) [14]. The authors provide correlations between the environmental impact of products as response variable and readily available ERP data as candidate predictor variables. Ideally, through machine learning, these correlations can be optimized in a customized module. Further elaboration on the feasibility of new frameworks is given in Section 3: Proposed pathways for integration. The subsections below describe some of the bottlenecks in relying on ERP data and in the integration of tools for corporate and product sustainability assessments. Related to Figure 1 one should take into account these bottlenecks in building customized ERP modules.
2.2. Data Penetration through MES

Production line sensors, logging systems or Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems are connected with the ERP systems for the different business departments to work through the so-called Manufacturing Execution System (MES). The MES could be described as the interface between the plant floor (Gemba) and the ERP system. Possible applications of MES are automated equipment maintenance support and process control \[23\]. Data from particular sensors (e.g., temperature sensors, level sensors, flow rate sensors, product homogeneity through NIR, etc.) that have no direct use in any ERP module might not penetrate through the MES layer (e.g., for process control). These types of data are essential in sustainability assessments and LCA in general to construct mass and energy balances of the production in scope of the analysis. Without modifications on the data submission path to customized ERP systems, integrating organizational and product sustainability is ERP modules for EHS & S and Product Stewardship is challenging. It will reduce the data quality of the LCA and will require more modelling in the end (e.g., through machine learning) instead of using primary data.

2.3. Consistency in Data Feeding/Logging

Following on De Soete et al. (2014) a feasibility study was performed on using different ERP data in forecasting methods for the environmental sustainability of products, as postulated in the previous subsection. The lack of consistency in data feeding into ERP systems from e.g., operator entries on waste, solvent use, etc., was perceived to be a bottleneck. The use of different units for one and the same physical-chemical variable is another bottleneck to get to work on. A proposed way to deal with these inconsistencies is the proper use of Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) and sustainment through properly defined Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). These management tools are widely used through organizations to foster consistency and to reduce variability in production environments leading to increased lead times. However, the application of these tools should be more horizontally integrated in order to strive for an effective and efficient usage.

2.4. Supply Chain Transparency

Once a comprehensive data system is sustained in an ERP system, Supply Chain (SC) transparency becomes a key issue to guarantee data quality and visibility into the extended SC. Moreover, it protects any processing company against supply disruptions and unbalanced replenishment. In general, it reduces supply risk effectively. Transparency will become more and more a key issue in global SCs and will further develop as it turns out to be crucial for wider social developments such as globalization, the information age, and the shifting role of states in environmental governance. Transparency in SCs is bound up with positive connotations: the more transparency the better it is for the sustainability of chains and for the empowerment of one’s consumers \[24\]. Thus also for customized ERP modules, e.g., sustainability assessments, internal SC data management and external SC interfacing, confidentiality issues in data transparency of suppliers, etc., are potential risks or bottlenecks to be monitored and tackled.

2.5. Supply Chain Reliability

Nevertheless, transparency can only be guaranteed if the supply of raw materials through the Supply Chain (SC) is stable and a certain level of business continuity has been reached. The importance of business continuity plans is well recognized by organizations all over the world that are increasingly operating in a global, complex and competitive environment. Their core business and SCs can easily be interrupted by economic, social, political, technical and environment related unforeseen events. Natural disasters, diseases, financial crises, unreliable supply chains leading to disruptions and many more can severely impact growth and performance \[25\]. The work of Cheung et al. (2014) revealed a paradigm shift in which data generated by manufacturers within the process industries identify
failures which they are introducing into the SC [26]. This means that transparency and reliability are strongly related and a consistent use of data is key to enhance performance and avoid disruptions. As a leading example, the pharmaceutical and medical device industries are developing Good Supply Practices (GSPs), next to the Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP) required by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the European Medicine Agency (EMA) in order to foster reliability through the SC [26]. Despite all, supply disruptions are surely enough all too common. To mitigate delivery risk, buyers may either source from multiple suppliers or offer benefits to preferred suppliers to improve SC reliability [27]. These incentives towards suppliers can either be direct (investment subsidy) or indirect (inflated order quantity). Preferably a mixed model of investment subsidy and/or inflated order quantity for the preferred supplier together with multiple supplier sourcing as alternative delivery in case of partial disruption is applied [27].

It is not hard to imagine that if the physical supply of goods or the delivery of services cannot be guaranteed, the penetration of SC data and process data of n-x suppliers to end producers is all but apparent. Even though the supply would theoretically be completely secured, companies might be resistant to data sharing in order to preserve their competitive advantage in the global environment [14]. However, well considered business models can ensure process data sharing with a certain degree of aggregation and black box modelling throughout the SC to enhance the use of primary process data of suppliers for e.g., sustainability assessments through Life Cycle Assessment (LCA). These data sharing models with care for business integrity and confidentiality has the power to lead to shared value through the SC, since LCA can indicate priorities for optimization and resource consumption reduction for all n-x suppliers. If the model fails to deliver reliable data, it might be better to use secondary (averaged) market data as proxy values to reduce data uncertainty of the LCA results. Nonetheless, one should strive for connecting suppliers as much as possible and enhance the use of primary data to create shared value approaches and facilitate assessment of product and corporate sustainability in general.

2.6. Different Languages

Next to data penetration, consistency, transparency and reliability, another bottleneck in this non-exclusive list is related to the programming and interfacing of different data formats to perform sustainability assessments. While correlations models of processing data with environmental data can be made with R, SPSS or any program for statistical analysis, Life Cycle Inventory (LCI) databases are commonly working with extensions such as .xml (extended mark-up language), ecospold (ecoinvent database format), .olca (OpenLCA database format), etc. [14,28]. To convert LCI databases to work with in different software packages, so-called converting tools were developed (e.g., the ones from the European Commission’s Directorate-General Joint Research Centre) [28]. However, engineering modelling software such as ASPEN and LCI data do not speak the same language. Therefore, interfacing different types of data is still to be considered a potential bottleneck in connecting aforementioned modules in MES or ERP systems.

3. Proposed Pathways for Integration

3.1. A Common Framework

The previous topic highlighted some of the most abundant bottlenecks experienced in implementing sustainability assessments through Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), related to operational management within manufacturing and Supply Chain (SC) environments. Figure 2 illustrates a highly simplified integration of IT/ICT tools in manufacturing environments, where several layers can be distinguished [29,30]. Bearing in mind the tools and principle heritage of Lean Manufacturing and Six Sigma Management, everything starts at the Plant Floor or “Gemba”, the place where value is essentially created [31–34]. On the Floor, the bottom up construction of data systems starts with sensors based on all kinds of technologies (volume sensors, mass sensors, structure sensors, temperature
Most of these sensors send data signals at predefined intervals to logging systems such as Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems. Some process variables such as timings are inserted as queries through an Operator Interface (e.g., provided by Siemens) to be used in the construction of Batch Production Reports (BPRs), etc. The measured data is send to the next layer in the programming structure, being the Manufacturing Execution System (MES). In the MES, process data coming from the Floor is being used to create BPRs, calculate performance indicators such as the Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE), regulate process control systems and many more. The manufacturing data systems are connected to the corporate enterprise systems. The third layer in the framework is the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system. This third layer allows enterprises to manage their resources from both a top down (production planning) and a bottom up (procurement) approach. From NGOs, policy makers, end-users and the whole stakeholder communities, questions arise on whether or not this supply chain and manufacturing is sustainable and safe. When it comes to product and organizational sustainability for purposes of Product Environmental Footprinting (PEF), Green Procurement and Product Stewardship, data seems to be lacking in order to conduct sustainability assessments proficiently. Years of intensive research by means of backwards stepwise linear regression modelling and experience proved that primary data to perform sustainability assessments often are measured through equipment control sensors (e.g., flow rates, temperatures, concentrations, pressures etc.) and sent to PLCs and many other systems [14]. Nevertheless, these engineering data measurements are in many cases simply not penetrating through the Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) because they seem to be of little value for existing ERP applications.

**Figure 2.** General framework for integrated product and organizational sustainability and data flux from the plant floor, the Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES), ERP systems, Life Cycle Inventory Databases, Impact Assessment Methods and their general translation toward corporate and product sustainability.

An ERP system is generally customized for a certain enterprise. The customized applications of resource planning systems can be adjusted to the needs of an organization. Correlation models between process data (e.g., temperature, mass yield, organic solvent use) and environmental sustainability performance (e.g., cumulative resource consumption, carbon emissions, etc.) that were found by De Soete et al. (2014) and adopted by the Sustainable Development Unit (SDU) of the British National Health Service (NHS) were tested on their feasibility to be integrated in customized ERP applications [14,35]. It was proven that by combining MES data from batch reports (e.g., time duration of a chemical synthesis step), line sensors (e.g., operating temperatures), Bill of Materials (BOM) (e.g., raw material use), indicators for environmental sustainability could be derived (e.g., Cumulative
Exergy Extracted from the Natural Environment, CEENE and the Carbon Footprint, CF [36–42]. Ideally, these aforementioned correlations, engineering modules, design software such as ASPEN are to be built in in a customized ERP application for LCA (as visualized in Figure 2) in order to couple primary engineering data, Life Cycle Inventory databases (LCI, e.g., ecoinvent) and Life Cycle Impact Assessment Methods (LCIAM, such as CEENE and CF). The role of these different configurations and to what extent they can be automated to generate a “life footprint” will be elaborated in Section 3.2. With the construction of customized ERP modules for automated sustainability assessments, corporate and product sustainability can be quantified to be used for several applications: Corporate Sustainability Reporting (CSR), continuous improvement actions within the organization, marketing, B2B and B2C communications, etc. Ideally, such a system should be sustained by the top management by means of, e.g., Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).

An exemplary data flux is given below to make the general framework represented in Figure 2 more tangible. As a simplification only the packaging phase of the product life cycle is taken into account. A packaging line in, e.g., the life sciences industries consumes the following resources:

- Material resources: folding box, shipping box, plastics, euro pallet, wrapping foil, etc. These flows are generally available in the Bill of Materials, which can be extracted from procurement ERP applications.
- Energetic resources: power consumption of the packaging line, temperatures of heating air in case of sealing, flow rates of heating air, compressed air consumption, air pressure, HVAC, potentially nitrogen gas flow rates and pressures. These flows are a lot more difficult to find and are scattered in the data management system. For some (e.g., flow rates) one might start from the flow rate sensor to the SCADA system which feeds information into the MES. Generally, one needs to extract these data from different data management systems.
- Auxiliary substances: cleaning media, C/O resources, maintenance resources, etc.

Once all flows with their flow properties (temperature, pressure) are extracted from different systems and sensors, mass and energy balances are generated in the customized LCA modules. These balances of the so-called foreground system need to be mapped with Life Cycle Databases, relating flows entering the site “gate” to the cradle of resource consumption in order to generate a cumulative balance. Last, this so-called Life Cycle Inventory is subject to impact assessment calculations upon integration of Life Cycle Impact Assessment Methods (LCIAM) such as Carbon Footprinting and Resource Footprinting.

What has been elaborated in the previous paragraphs is exactly what is meant with multidisciplinarity. The multidisciplinary approach goes back to the very diverse team of professionals we need to establish sustainability assessment modules for product stewardship, for sustainability reporting and for plant optimization and integration of waste as resources. It is an approach where environmental engineers, business and SAP analysts, ICT experts and operational management professionals have to sit together to obtain the highest shared added value through one’s supply chain and in-house operations. The next section provides a non-exclusive list of types of ERP modules for LCA and Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment (LCSA) in general.

3.2. The Role of Customised ERP Modules for Corporate and Product Sustainability Assessments

As has been elaborated in the previous sections customized ERP modules could offer solutions for automated sustainability assessments in manufacturing or SC environments where primary data tend to be measured but not or only partially penetrating through the MES layer. Depending on the availability, transparency and consistency of measured data (cfr. Section 2) from the production line and SC data of n-x suppliers, the role of the customized ERP module can differ substantially. The three subsections below will highlight the use of regression analysis (touched upon in Section 2 as well), engineering modules and engineering design software such as ASPEN.
3.2.1. Coupling Customized Regression Analysis with ERP Systems for Automated Sustainability Assessments

In environments where data are sufficiently being measured at the production line and process data penetration and transparency through the SC are satisfactory, regression analysis might offer a solution to generate LCA indicators such as CEENE (cumulative resource consumption) or Carbon Footprint directly from readily available data within ERP systems. The customized sustainability assessment module would result in a set of equations to automatically generate an environmental footprint (could be both resource driven and/or emission driven). This option could be classified as the most preferable solution when data measurements are relatively abundant, whether or not penetrating through the MES layer. Ideally through Machine Learning (ML), the module should be able to construct the set of equations and their coefficients (few of them have been proposed by De Soete et al. (2014)) depending on the type of available data in order to reduce the uncertainty on the end result [14,43].

3.2.2. Coupling Engineering Modules with ERP Systems for Automated Sustainability Assessments

In Research and Development (R & D) or other data scarce environments where often prospective or enabling technologies are being tested, technology can be broken down into so-called unit operations (e.g., evaporation, crystallization, absorption, etc.). Engineering models were developed in e.g., the European PROSUITE FP7 Project in order to build mass and energy balances of emerging technologies through a very modular approach based on basic unit operations [44]. These engineering models can be built in in a modular way in ERP systems and linked with the input data of the engineering models. One should bear in mind that uncertainty and variability of the response variable will be characterized with a rather high uncertainty in coupling different unit operations, each of them having a certain degree of uncertainty. However, this pathway might be very promising for the future to anticipate on environmental burdens in an early R&D development stage [17].

3.2.3. Coupling Process Modelling Software with ERP Systems for Automated Sustainability Assessments

A third example in this non-exhaustive list is the coupling of process engineering software such as ASPEN with business ERP systems. In this case, the customized module serves as an interface between the modelling software and ERP and/or other enterprise resource systems. The modelling software is basically feeding into ERP system in terms of integration of systems but maintains its stand-alone character. This can be a preferred option in design stages or if one wants to perform scenario analysis, etc. In terms of integration of process data and SC data it is probably the least preferred solution to foster shared value through the SC actors and automated corporate and product sustainability assessments through LCA and LCSA in general.

4. Conclusions and Outlook

With this paper, the author wanted to take the discussion in introducing environmental sustainability of products, services and enterprises into business Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems one step further. These new ERP applications will foster the sustainability transparency and performance of organizations and their Supply Chains (SCs). Under the condition that appropriate business models protecting competitive advantages are applied, internal optimization (continuous improvement) through the SC actors (n-1, n-2, n-x) can be achieved leading to shared value and Sustainable Supply Chain Management (SSCM), facilitated by e.g., the proposed customized ERP modules. To get to that point, six important potential bottlenecks were highlighted: (1) Data management in organizations; (2) Data penetrations through Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES); (3) Consistency in data logging; (4) SC Transparency; (5) SC Reliability and (6) the language issue. This is a non-exhaustive list of challenges we are facing that should be further explored and investigated. One cannot highlight enough the importance in B2B communications through the SC
to make that happen. SCs are complex systems that rarely rely on one sector, thus an inter-sectoral, multidisciplinary approach will be necessary. Not but the least important challenge most probably relies on the fact that building bridges between disciplines, between academics and industry is key in this age of science and information. More specifically, the field of Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) can adopt and apply a substantial amount of tools and lines of thought from operational management such as the Lean heritage and six sigma and vice versa; the Life Cycle Thinking (LCT) approach should be more embedded in continuous improvement actions and operational excellence in order to allocate resources in an efficient and effective way to real bottleneck operations. The next step to take would ideally be to validate this proposed framework by assembling a team with all multidisciplinary aspects and evaluate to what extent and for what uses the different formats of a customized module would serve its needs.
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Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B2B</td>
<td>Business to Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2C</td>
<td>Business to Customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOM</td>
<td>Bill of Materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPR</td>
<td>Batch Production Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEENE</td>
<td>Cumulative Exergy Extracted from the Natural Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF</td>
<td>Carbon Footprint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C/O</td>
<td>Changeover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSR</td>
<td>Corporate Sustainability Reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA</td>
<td>Digital Agenda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EHS&amp;S</td>
<td>Environment, Health, Safety and Sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIT</td>
<td>European Centre for Innovation and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMA</td>
<td>European Medicine Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPD</td>
<td>Environmental Product Declaration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERP</td>
<td>Enterprise Resource Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDA</td>
<td>Food and Drug Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMP</td>
<td>Good Manufacturing Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSP</td>
<td>Good Supply Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>Human Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT</td>
<td>Information and Communication Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoT</td>
<td>Internet of Things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPI</td>
<td>Key Performance Indicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCA</td>
<td>Life Cycle Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCC</td>
<td>Life Cycle Costing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCI</td>
<td>Life Cycle Inventory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCIAM</td>
<td>Life Cycle Impact Assessment Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCSA</td>
<td>Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCT</td>
<td>Life Cycle Thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MES</td>
<td>Manufacturing Execution System</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ML | Machine Learning
MRP | Manufacturing Resource Planning
NGO | Non-Governmental Organization
NHS | National Health Service
OEE | Overall Equipment Effectiveness
PEF | Product Environmental Footprint
PLC | Programmable Logic Controller
QA | Quality Assurance
QC | Quality Control
R&D | Research and Development
SC | Supply Chain
SCADA | Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition
SCM | Supply Chain Management
SDU | Sustainable Development Unit
SLCA | Social Life Cycle Assessment
SOP | Standard Operating Procedure
SSCM | Sustainable Supply Chain Management
S/U | Set-up
ToC | Theory of Constraints
UNDP | United Nations Development Program
VC | Value Chain
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